Aria User Task List

Always ensure you are logged into the correct institution before prescribing (the location where the patient will receive their treatment).

**Patient’s First Prescription**
Select patient
Ensure patient’s Consultant has been entered as a provider
Enter a diagnosis as an ICD10 code (except for exceptional cases C00.0-C97 or D37.0-D48.9)
Enter morphology (pathology)
Enter staging
Enter performance status
Enter allergy status
Enter vital signs (height and weight)
Prescribe regimen and supports – entering treatment intent and use
Modify cycle length and number of cycles of supports as necessary
Remove cycles of treatment if patient is not going to receive the full default number of cycles
Enter any notes required

**Patient’s Subsequent Prescriptions**
Select patient
Enter performance status
Enter toxicities
Enter vital signs (weight)
Prescribe regimen and supports
Remove cycles of treatment if patient is not going to receive the full default number of cycles
Enter any notes required

**Patient’s Last Prescription**
Select patient
Enter performance status
Enter toxicities
Enter vital signs (weight)
Prescribe regimen and supports
Discontinue regimen and supports entering reasons when prompted (choosing starting from effective date).
Delete any subsequent cycles no longer required
Enter any notes required

See Aria user guides for detailed instructions on Aria use.

http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/